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INTRODUCTION: This chapter covers the story of a girl named Poonam through which 

students learn various things about the people,birds, animals and the environment around 

them. Students will learn to name and identify various animals through image activities 

included  in this chapter. They will understand and learn to classify differnt animals.  

DIFFICULT WORDS: All the underlined words in the question and answer section. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWER: 

Page No 2: 

Question 1: 

Poonam looked up. She saw many animals on the tree. Which animals can you spot on the 

tree in the picture? Write down their names. ________________   ________________  

________________  ________________ ________________   ________________  

________________  ________________ 

Answer: 

Monkey          Squirrel      

  Pigeon      Sparrow Parrot              Mynah        Ants            Crow Butterflies 

Question 2: 

Which animals did Poonam see at the pond? Look at the picture and write their names. 

________________   ________________  ________________  ________________ 

________________   ________________  ________________  ________________ 

Answer: 

Egret              Black-winged stilt           Frog Tortoise            Buffaloes                     Goat 
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Question 1: 

Can you act like the animals seen in the pond? Which animal makes what kind of sounds 

and movements. Try to make similar sounds. 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make students interact actively with their 

surroundings and perform activities to observe the facts. This involves experimentation and 

logical deductions. Keeping the process of experimentation and activity in mind, it is strongly 

recommended that the students should perform the activity and draw conclusions on their own. 

Question 2: 

You must have seen many animals too. Write which of them 

can fly _____________ _____________ _____________ 

can crawl _____________ _____________ ___________ 

can walk _____________ _____________ ___________ 

can hop _____________ _____________ ____________ 

have wings _____________ _____________ __________ 

have feet _____________ _____________ ____________ 

have a tail _____________ _____________ ___________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their 

surroundings. The answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. 

It is highly recommended that the students prepare the answer on their own. However, a 

model answer comprising some of the animals are listed here. 

The animals that can fly: Sparrow, Pigeon, Crow, Eagle 

The animals that can crawl: Earthworm, Snake, Snail 

The animals that  can walk: Dog, Cat, Pig, Deer 

The animals that  can hop: Kangaroo, Rabbit, Grasshopper 

The animals that  have wings: Butterfly, Sparrow, Peacock, Pigeon 

The animals that have feet Dog, Cat, Pig, Deer 

The animals that have a tail: Monkey, Rat, Horse, Elephant 
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Question 1: 

Look at the pictures given below. Colour the animals that do not live in your house.  

 
Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make students observe their surroundings. Thus, it 

is recommended that the students prepare the answer on their own.  
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Question 1: 

Here are some incomplete pictures of animals. Complete them and write  their names 

below. 

 
Answer: 

The completed pictures of the animals with their names are given below:  

 Dog                                              Fish                                       Cockroach 

Question 2: 

Find my name in the crossword and put a circle around it. One example has been given. 

1. Banana is what I love eating, 

I spend my time jumping and leaping. 

2. On the walls, webs I weave, 

Where insects stick and cannot leave. 

3. I remain awake the whole night, 

And go to sleep in broad daylight. 

4. Croak, croak, croak is my sound, 

In water or on land I am found. 

5. I appear after rainfall, 

Have no feet so I crawl. 

6. Slow and steady is my pace, 

I always win when there is a race. 



 
Answer: 

1. Monkey 

2. Spider 

3. Owl 

4. Frog 

5. Snail 

6. Tortoise 
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Question 1: 

Spend some time under a tree. Observe the animals carefully. Name the animals which can 

be seen 

on the branches _______________  _______________  _______________ 

on the leaves _______________  _______________  _______________ 

on the truck  _______________  _______________  _______________ 

on the ground  _______________  _______________  _______________ 

around the tree  _______________  _______________  _______________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own. A sample answer is provided below for 

reference. Note : “on the truck” should be “on the trunk” Animals which can be seen 

on the branches: Monkey, Squirrel, Crow 

on the leaves : Aphid, Fly, Ant 

on the trunk:   Ant, Termite, Beetle 

on the ground: Dog, Cat, Earthworm 

around the tree: Ant, Squirrel, Lizard 

Question 2: 

Now arrange these animals in the order of their size — smallest being the first. 



1. _______________  2. _______________ 3. _______________ 

4. _______________  5. _______________ 6. _______________ 

7. _______________  8. _______________  9. _______________ 

10. _______________ 11. _______________ 12. _______________ 

13. _______________ 14. _______________ 15. _______________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make students interact actively with their 

surroundings and perform activities to observe the facts. It is recommended that the students 

write the answers based on the names of the animals which they noted down in the previous 

question. 

WORKSHEET:  

WORKSHEET- I 

LEARNING OUTCOMES: Identifies simple features (like 

movement, places found / kept, eating habits, sounds) of animals 

and birds in immediate surroundings.  

1. Name two animals which  

a) can fly _____________, _____________  

b) can crawl _____________, _____________  

c) can hop _____________, _____________  

d) can walk ____________, ______________  

e) can run ____________, ______________  

f) have wings ____________, _____________  

g) have tail ____________, _____________  

h) live on land ____________,_____________  

i) live on water ____________,_____________  

j) live on land and water ____________,_____________  

k) eat only plants/leaves ____________,_____________  



l) eat our food(without permission ____________,_____________  

m) which enter our house uninvited____________,_____________  

 

2. Guess-who am I? (Birds)  

a) I have beautiful feathers- ___________________________  

b) I fly very high and I eat mice- ______________________  

c) I am of green colour and I copy you - _________________  

d) I have black feathers and I do Kau-Kau- _______________  

e) I have sweet voice- Koohu Koohu- ___________________  

f) I make holes in trunks of trees- ______________________  

g) I remain awake during night / I can see at night______________  

h) I move my neck back and forth with a jerk- ________________ 

3. Name some pet animals. 

______________________________________________________  

4. Match the following:-  

(a) Cow      gives us honey.  

(b) Dog                 pulls the cart.  

(c) Horse     guards our house.  

(d) Honeybee      gives us milk.  

 

5. Which animal eats other animals? (√)  

a) Goat        c) Lion  

b) Horse      d) Cow  

6. I am the National bird of India-_________________  

7. I am the National animal of India-________________  



 

8. Which bird hangs upside down on a tree? (√) 

a) Parrot    c) Sparrow  

b) Bat     d) Crow  

 

ACTIVITIES: 1.Make pictures of animals by thumb and finger 

points.  

2. Classification of animals based on their texture. 
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Chapter 2 – The Plant Fairy 

 

 

INTRODUCTION: The chapter deals with plants. It discusses how the leaves of different plants 

and trees are different in shapes, size, colour, margins, etc. In one of the activities, the lesson also 

asks kids to crush leaves of some of the plants, smell them and find how the leaves of different 

plants even smell differently! 

DIFFICULT WORDS: All the underlined words in the question and answer section.  

CHAPTER VIDEO LINK : https://youtu.be/DcbjedJNycA 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWER: 
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Question 1: 

Look at the picture and name the things which have pattern of leaves and flowers on them.

 

Answer: 

In the given image, the patterns of leaves and flowers can be found on the painting, the 

frame of painting, the pillow covers, the carpet and the dress of the girl. 

https://youtu.be/DcbjedJNycA
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Question 1: 

Look for objects which have patterns of leaves and flowers on them in your house. Write 

their names. ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ ____________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own. A sample answer has been provided below for 

reference. 

Curtains     Carpets      Bed sheets    Pillow covers 

Dresses      Flooring     Tiles             Picture frames 

Question 2: 

You must have seen many plants and trees. How many of them can you name? Write their 

names. ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ ____________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. It is 

highly recommended that the students prepare the answer on their own. Names of some of the 

commonly seen plants and trees are provided below for reference. 

Tulsi      Neem         Banyan     Marigold 

Peepal   Aloe vera   Jasmine   Lilly 

Question 3: 

Are there any plants that you have heard of, but never seen? Which ones? ____________ 

____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make students interactive and observe their 

surroundings. It is highly recommended that the student prepare the answer on their own. 

Question 4: 

Ask some older people if there were plants which they have seen when they were children 

but are not seen these days. 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make students interactive. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own. 

Question 5: 



Also, ask them if there are any plants which can be seen these days, but which were not 

seen earlier. 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  

Question 6: 

What tree is it? Ask some elders if you don’t know. 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  

Question 7: 

Will you like to give your friend a special name? What will you name it?  

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  
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Question 1: 

Does the tree bear flowers or fruits? Which ones? 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  

Question 2: 

How do the leaves of the tree look? 

Answer: 

Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  

Question 3: 

Do animals live in the tree? Which ones? 

Answer: 



Disclaimer: The purpose of this section is to make the students observe their surroundings. The 

answer may vary from student to student based on his/her experience. It is highly recommended 

that the students prepare the answer on their own.  

 

WORKSHEET: ATTACHED WITH THE FILE. 

ACTIVITIES: Reciting the poem on leaves (Page 13), Making pictures of animals using dry 

leaves.(Page 14), Taking original texture of leaf and stem using colour sand pressing it on 

paper(Page15), Listing the names of some of the leaveswhich are used as food items,Role play on 

sensitization of care and love forplants and trees. 

 

 


